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Funded by the Government of Canada
In this corner of each issue, our writers will 
work with collectors, dealers and other nu-
mismatic leaders to uncover practical 
knowledge for people who are looking to 
bolster their hobby. To submit an inquiry, 
email info@trajan.ca or write to ‘Pick Our 
Brain,’ PO Box 25009, Rose City RO, 
Welland, ON L3B 6G9.

Reader J. Cormier writes: “Hi, my 
son found this coin, and we can’t find 
information on it. Can you help? We 
live in New Brunswick and would 
greatly appreciate any help in identi-
fying it.”

According to Robert Kokotailo, the 
owner of the Calgary Coin Gallery and a 
dealer for more than three decades, this 
piece appears to be a Spanish silver 
“cob” coin; however, it’s not a genuine 
example. The Practical Book of Cobs, a 
1987 book by father-and-son auctioneer 
duo Daniel and Frank Sedwick, explains 
Spanish mints in Mexico, Peru, Colom-
bia and other locations struck and 

trimmed the genuine cobs by hand in 
the 1500s through the 1700s. The coins 
“are handsomely crude,” the Sedwicks 
write: nearly all of them feature a cross 
as the central design on one side plus a 
coat of arms or a “tic-tac-toe-like pillars 
and waves” design on the other side. 

Silver cobs are called “reales” while 
gold cobs are called “escudos” (so two 
eight-reales pieces, each weighing about 
27 grams, equal one escudo). The Sed-
wicks add some cobs were struck with a 
date and most of them show a mint-
mark and an initial or monogram for 
the assayer (the mint official responsible 
for weight and fineness). Because size 
and shape were “immaterial,” accord-
ing to the Sedwicks, most cobs “are far 

from round or uniform in thickness.” 
Kokotailo, who received the 2019 
Charles D. Moore Professional Numis-
matic Award from the Royal Canadian 
Numismatic Association, adds: “What I 
can say with certainty is that it is not a 
genuine coin. The general style is a 

Spanish or Spanish colo-
nial cob coin, but the 

spots with the mint 
m a r k ,  a s s a y e r 
mark and denom-
ination indicator 
are garbled to the 
point it is not 

possible to know 
which specific issue 

they were copying. 
There is what appears to be 

an attempt at a date, but it is also gar-
bled and is in the wrong place.” While 
he’s certain it’s not a genuine cob, Koko-
tailo is unsure when or why it was 
made. “The way the edges are formed 
suggests it is likely of relatively recent 
manufacture, probably not before the 
20th century. The last original cobs were 
made in the 1770s. There are a few pos-
sibilities, one of which is a marker for a 
game.”  W

Pick ourPick our
BRAINBRAIN

By Jesse Robitaille

Ontario collector Brent Mackie, who 
has searched through hundreds of 

boxes of $2 circulation coins looking 
for fakes, recently discovered a new 
obverse type plus three new die crack 
varieties and a die crack progression.

The counterfeits were first reported 
last fall (“Dozens of counterfeit toonies 
allegedly passed in Toronto,” CCN Vol. 
58 #10). This year, collectors have 
found the fakes circulating across the 
country (“Surge of suspected fakes hits 
cities across Canada since fall, collector 
finds,” CCN Vol. 59 #1).

Since March, Mackie has been cata-
loguing what he calls the “Camel Toe” 
counterfeits (named after the tell-tale 
marker on the polar bear’s right paw), 
but he’s also listing the coins produced 
at the so-called “Montreal Mint,” 
which struck fake 2004- and 2005-dated 
toonies before it was shut down by the 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police.

“Yet another new obverse has been 
discovered for the Camel Toe counter-
feit toonies. This time it’s a 2010 date,” 
Mackie, who has pored over more than 
100,000 toonies, told CCN.

He’s also reporting two new 2004 die 
crack varieties, an already known 2006 
die crack that has progressed and a new 
reverse die crack.

So far, Mackie and other collectors, 
including award-winning counterfeit 
coin expert Mike Marshall, have found 
seven dates – 1996, 2002, 2004, 2005, 
2006, 2007 and now 2010.

Mackie’s catalogue also records more 
than 20 die cracks.

He believes the number of known 
die cracks could point to the prevalence 
of these counterfeits in circulation, 
where millions of fakes may already ex-
ist.

The Royal Canadian Mint began 
“monitoring the situation” this summer, 
according to the Crown corporation’s 
media relations manager Alex Reeves.

To view Mackie’s online catalogue, 
where all of the known counterfeits 
types are illustrated and described, visit 
cameltoetoonies.ca.  W

New fake toonie types found

Brent Mackie reports a new 
counterfeit $2 circulation coin 
obverse, this one dated 2010, has 
been found in circulation. Photo by 

Brent Mackie.

New digital catalogue biggest coin database in German-speaking Europe
A new web portal of public numismatic collections, complete with information about more than 90,000 coins, is now 

live and freely accessible.
Launched this May, on International Museum Day, the portal is hosted at ikmk.net and is known in German as the 

Interaktive Kataloge der Münzkabinette (IKMK). It’s the largest coin database in the German-speaking world, holding 
tens of thousands of pieces from nearly 30 institutions, including the Münzkabinett in Berlin, its counterpart at Vienna’s 
Kunsthistorisches Museum plus dozens of other smaller museums and university collections. The contributing institu-
tions, which hold 1.4 million objects altogether, plan to continue adding to the database.

After seven years of planning, the searchable database now offers high-resolution images and detailed descriptions, 
including provenance and research information. Images and text are free to use for academic and private non-commer-
cial purposes.

The more than 90,000 numismatic items listed on the IKMK represent “in many ways just the beginning of a sustain-
able and methodical publication of the collections,” according to a statement issued by the Berlin State Museums.

“The digital transformation of our numismatic cultural heritage is a task for generations.”
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